Make the most of video.
Cloud-based Services
Grow with **Cloud-based Services** from Bosch.

Industry analysts agree that video monitoring will grow at a rate far above the traditional monitoring services. Cloud-based Services brings state of the art video monitoring to your central monitoring station while greatly reducing the risks associated with new technology deployments.

**Ready to sell services**
Choose from our growing list of ready-to-sell video services for security and business optimization to design service packages for your dealers and customers.

- **Prevent vandalism and theft**
- **Ensure employee safety**
- **Support your customer’s business**

**Video Verification**
Enables the operator to verify the source of a burglar alarm and choose appropriate escalation path.

**Virtual Assistant**
Enables the operator to provide immediate remote assistance at the push of an emergency button to a person in distress.

**Virtual Guard Tours**
Enables the operator to efficiently perform remote checks of all key areas at the customer’s premises.

**24/7 Live Intervention**
Enables the operator to gain fast situational awareness of pre-filtered video alarms and perform immediate audio intervention to prevent damage onsite.

**Virtual Escort**
Enables the operator to remotely accompany persons through high risk tasks and ensure their safety.

**Customer Traffic Report**
Provides the customer with business intelligence on visitor traffic supporting store performance evaluation.

**Site Monitor App**
Helps the customers keep an eye on their business with remote mobile access and notifications of critical business operations.
**Seamless integration and efficient operations**
Cloud-based Services is tightly integrated with all prominent alarm management platforms allowing you to deploy the new video monitoring services from your established environment. From installation through operation and maintenance we provide tools to make video monitoring efficient and effective.

1. **Installation**
   Bosch IP cameras easily connect to Bosch Security Cloud; no VPN or router settings needed.

2. **Configuration**
   Bosch IP cameras, video analytics and surveillance services can be configured remotely.

3. **Monitoring**
   Filters at multiple levels significantly reduce the alarm rate and allow operators to concentrate on real incidents. Operator interfaces adapt to specific service tasks enabling their efficient operation.

4. **Optimization and maintenance**
   The diagnosis module provides statistics on the overall system so you can optimize the performance of the connected sites and devices over time.

**Start now!**
The delivery of our solution as software-as-a-service enables you to take advantage of the rapidly growing video monitoring market while greatly reducing the risks associated with new technology deployments. You automatically gain access to enhancements and new features as we continually improve and add new services. You pay as you go, there are no start-up fees or monthly minimum charges.
A Tradition of Quality and Innovation
For over 125 years, the Bosch name stands for quality and reliability. Bosch is the global supplier of choice for innovative technology, backed by the highest standards for service and support.

Bosch Security Systems proudly offers a wide range of security, safety, communications and sound solutions that are relied upon every day in applications around the world, from government facilities and public venues to businesses, schools and homes.